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BY JODI WALSH

was still alive and well in the United
States. I moved here from overseas,
where craft was thought of and treated
the same as art in most countries. I
have noticed that when it is used here
in the United States, it is often talked
about as a level below art. Guess no
one has been to the Smithsonian
Craft Show.
I don’t have the answer to why
this is, but I can give you something
to think about. I am fortunate enough
to have been exposed to different art
collectors. In some cases, it has been
a tour and talk at their homes, and
throughout the years some have turned
into personal friends. I can’t remember
anyone giving a tour of their collection
and saying, “This piece is art, the piece
over there is fine art, and that piece
is craft.” Collectors collect, and they
collect work they love to live with
everyday. They each have their own
individual style of work they collect,
but that is usually where it ends. Even
if they collect a particular medium,
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White Bird by Novie Trump (www.novietrump.com).
Ceramic, glass, antique compass, 20" x 9" x 4".

IS IT ART? Is it Fine Art? Is it Craft?
What exactly is this?
This time it was me who was put
in a situation that I’m sure some artists
have experienced, and I was stunned.
I was attending a gallery talk, and
as the speaker was identifying people
in the room she mentioned all the artists except me. It’s not that I need the
recognition, but it really puzzled me.
I blew it off as nothing personal and
enjoyed the evening.
Later on, when she referred to my
work as “craft,” things fell into place.
For the past 25 years, I have worked in
polymer-based textured materials on
canvas and panel. This year I added
ceramic to my work, and was juried
into the Washington Craft Show in
Washington, DC, because of the ceramic. Suddenly, I was a “crafter.” It was
definitely news to me that adding an
additional medium to my work changed
how I was referred to in public.
First let me say that I thought it
was funny; then I realized this topic

Lines in the Road by Ken Girardini (www.girardinifineart.com). Burnished aluminum, pigment, colored pencil, plexiglass, original digital
images, 60" x 40".
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Apart by Georgia Nassikas (www.georgianassikas.com). Encaustic on board, 40" x 30".

It was definitely news to me that adding an
additional medium to my work changed how
I was referred to in public.
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Jodi Walsh lives and creates her artwork in the Washington DC metropolitan area. As an Artist Career
Consultant, Jodi offers portfolio and website reviews,
as well as private career consultations. Jodi owned
GALLERY 555dc in Washington DC from May 2010
until July 2012. Visit her website at www.HouseofArtistry.com, or email her at HouseofArtistry@aol.com.
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such as glass, ceramic, watercolor, etc., rarely do
you find only one medium in their collection.
In the Far and Middle East, mastering a craft
stands in high regard socially and financially. Fiber
art is a good example. If it is referred to as quilting, most people think it should fit on your bed.
Yet I once introduced an artist as a fiber artist, and
she was furious. She made it quite clear that she
was a quilter and not a fiber artist. I asked her if
she would still sell a piece in a show if the buyer
referred to it as art; she had no answer.
Okay, one more piece of information about
how artists are pigeonholed: An art critic was overheard saying he/she didn’t consider a person to be
a serious artist if his or her studio was in the artist’s
home. In his/her opinion, an artist needed to have
a separate studio to be deemed “serious.” Are you
kidding me? There is nothing like getting up at 3
a.m., walking to your studio and working in your
PJs because the creativity can’t wait until sunrise.
If anyone out there knows of a sale of artwork that
has been determined by the geographic location it
was created, let me know.
As you can see by my bio below, things have
changed for me over the past few months. I closed
Gallery 555 in Washington, DC. My new work has
been well received, and I have decided to return
to creating full time. Call it craft, call it art — I’m
making it in my home studio and selling it through
galleries and craft shows.
I will continue to offer private career consulting, website and portfolio reviews. PA

Carin Passage by Julie Girardini (www.girardinifineart.com). Mixed media - cold rolled stell, vellum paper, plexiglass and digital imagery, 56" long x
12" tall x 8" wide.
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